Local District Central Presents:

The ELA\textsuperscript{b}oration Showcase
Celebrating Life In Words!

SATURDAY, MARCH 14\textsuperscript{th}, 2020
8AM-12:00PM
BELMONT HIGH SCHOOL

REGISTER BY:
February 24\textsuperscript{th}, 2020

Register at:
bit.ly/ELA\textsuperscript{b}orationShowcase

Annie Grenserman, LDC Sec. ELA/Literacy Coordinator,
gladys.grenserman@lausd.net

Zelendria Robinson, LDC DTLA Director

The “ELA”\textsuperscript{b}oration Showcase will celebrate the accomplishments of our secondary students through ELA/ELD aligned presentations as students build their voice and literary skills through the spoken word. This will include poetry, monologues, narratives, speeches, raps, film and dramatic interpretations aligned to the ELA/ELD Standards!